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CAN ONLY BE AS GOOD AS THE
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M

arketing, leadership, and innovation circles are abuzz

that encircle CMOs and senior marketing executives. We explore how

with names like Simon Sinek, Daniel Pink, Seth Godin,

the CMO-CFO-CIO relationship represents the new Three Musketeers

Clayton Christenson, and so forth—the reading and

and explore Robert E. Hall’s book, This Land of Strangers. We open

speaking frenzy is full-on with authors and speakers

up the topic of strategic partnerships in our interview with Carrie

jetting around the world, sharing new and different ways business

Glasscock, head of corporate relations at Susan G. Komen. We also dive

leaders can think and execute. The key word here is “execute.” So what

into technology and its role in customer relationship targeting. You won’t
want to miss our departments Pulse and Game

can Connote actually add to the equation?
We decided to explore marketing strategy

Changers, which feature invaluable relationship

through the lens of what it takes to really execute.

tips by executive coach Marsha Clark and the

We landed on the theme of “relationships.” When

headlines you should look for in 2014.

you consider the seemingly straightforward world

Connote itself is born from the possibility

of marketing, then begin to peel back layers of the

of relationships. My partners and co-editors

onion, you realize it is a very complex and science-

Kathy Leonard (Freeman+Leonard) and Rob

driven practice—a practice that, in execution,

McEnany (Levenson Group) realized the chance

requires marketing executives to establish and

to influence the marketing industry with a new

nurture relationships in every direction they look.

type of commentary and passion. The response
has been great, and it all boils down to the power

In short, you can’t execute a solid marketing
strategy if you have an ecosystem around you of
half-baked strategic partnerships, you haven’t
forged authentic relationships with customers,

Robert McEnany from Levenson Group,

Kathy Leonard from Freeman+Leonard, and
Gordon Price Locke

and your staff and peers feel as if they are walking on broken glass.
We heard from readers that a big symptom among marketing
executives and their teams is the aura of “being busy being busy” and

of a relationship that many said could never
work between agencies.
Our advice? If you want your 2014 marketing

strategy to sing, focus on the relationships that make it happen, not on
the politics and prose that often make us too busy to have a firm handshake with success.

alienating others through marketing lingo. What emerged is the classic
problem of not stopping to think about how relationships extend your

Gordon Price Locke

interests and improve the top and bottom line. One too many marketers

Editor-in-Chief

sign partnership agreements and then become too busy to develop the
relationship or empower others to maximize it.
relationships in every direction—relationships that matter, relationships
that last, and relationships that create mutual value.
In this issue of Connote, we take a 360-degree view of relationships

ABOUT OUR COVER

l

Connote is declaring that 2014 is the year to get back to winning

The characters seen on our cover, 关系 (guan xi), mean “relationship,”
specifically in the context of business. We designed this issue’s cover
as a nod to the Chinese culture, where relationships are often as
important as currency in business dealings.
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PEOPLE, PLACES, AND PROOFPOINTS
CONTRIBUTED BY JESSICA FRITSCHE

CONFERENCE
CONFAB
March 31-April 3
SES CONFERENCE
AND EXPO
New York, NY

sesconference.com/
newyork
What we like: A broad
spectrum of knowledge in
digital, from SEO to social
to content marketing; a
huge lineup of speakers;
post-conference infoshare

April 8-10

BINGO!

Best of breed...emergent...synergy... there are lots of words that seem to be everywhere while saying very little. Are you guilty of being a buzzword abuser? Take a
cue from the author of Dilbert, who first used the phrase “buzzword bingo” in a
1994 comic strip, and see if you score a blackout with your marketing collateral.

— bullshitbingo.net/cards/marketing

ON BULLSHIT
Philosopher Harry G. Frankfurt takes the

bull by the horns and contends that bullshit
is an even bigger threat to truth than lies.
This essay, first published in a journal in
1986, then as a book in 2005, is something
that every marketer should read.
(Princeton University Press; $9.95)
4 CONNOTE

CUSTOM CONTENT
CONFERENCE
Naples, FL

customcontentcouncil.
com/events
What we like: Learning
the secrets behind
Buzzfeed’s genius,
exploring new
technologies, inspiring
case studies, sunny
Florida

May 7-9
CONFAB CENTRAL
MINNEAPOLIS, MN

confabevents.com/
events/central
What we like: A focus on
content strategy, stealing
like an artist, peeking
behind the curtain at
GE, Facebook’s content
strategy secrets, full-day
workshops

PULSE POLL
TEN WAYS TO BE THE BEST MARKETING LEADER

T

he essence of marketing leadership is not about being the smartest marketer in the room. If
you really want to be an incredible and inspiring leader, you need to know how to hire the
right talent and build trust with your peers. Marsha Clark, from Marsha Clark & Associates, is
a former Fortune 500 C-suite occupant and highly sought after executive coach. She shared
her top 10 things to reflect on in your journey to becoming a great marketing leader.

1 A+ PEOPLE HIRE A PEOPLE, B PEOPLE HIRE C
PEOPLE.

6 RELATIONSHIPS ARE MOST EFFECTIVE WHEN

Great talent can sniff out a poor leader, and top lead-

THEY ARE MUTUAL (IN THE REAL SENSE, NOT THE CLICHÉ

ers typically don’t hire talent that isn’t either mold-

SENSE).

able or ready to deliver top performance from day one.

Peers must support each other, both giving and taking. People can sense insincerity.

2 MAKE YOUR BEST PEOPLE LOVE YOUR MARKETING
ORGANIZATION.

7 SET AND MAINTAIN BOUNDARIES—“NO” IS A

Don’t spend all your time trying to motivate your

COMPLETE SENTENCE.

poor performers. Spend time coaching your best

Always saying “yes” to everything is not being a

people and hold everyone accountable by putting

marketing leader. It’s okay to say “no” and still be

the right systems in place.

highly respected.

3 CREATE A CULTURE WHERE HIGH-PERFORMING

8 HOW ARE YOU TEACHING OTHERS TO TREAT YOU?

EMPLOYEES THRIVE AND GROW.

You become how you behave. If you play into poli-

Don’t worry about your team members “out-market-

tics, keep people at arm’s length and talk marketing

ing” you—your role is to motivate them and reward

speak, you’re teaching others how to treat you in

them for getting the job done.

return.
9 A DOT IS A DOT, TWO DOTS IS A LINE, THREE DOTS

4 YOU CAN’T COVER UP A POOR-PERFORMING

IS A TREND.

EMPLOYEE.

Look for patterns of behavior when developing

All the policies in the world can’t make up for bad

mutually trusting relationships. You can disrupt

marketing talent; it is that simple.

bad patterns and leverage good ones.

5 DOING NOTHING TO IMPROVE A POOR PERFORMER

10 YOU HAVE TO GIVE TRUST TO GET TRUST.

GIVES EVERYONE PERMISSION TO PERFORM AT THAT

Trust isn’t just expertise and results—it comes

Your team is watching you and what you tolerate.

do more, and for peer groups to feel connected to

Helping a great employee through a rough spot in per-

your marketing organization.

LEVEL.

from an authentic desire to help others know and

91%
of B2B companies and
90% of B2C
companies
are utilizing
content marketing, but
only 44% of
B2B marketers and
39% of B2C
marketers
have a content strategy. Maybe
that explains
why less
than half
of them say
their content
marketing is
effective.
— Content Marketing Institute

formance is appreciated, but keeping a poor performer
on the team can breed quiet, damaging disrespect.
CONNOTE 5
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Five Marketing
Headlines
You Can Expect
to See in 2014
BY ROBERT MCENANY

6 CONNOTE

I

’ve always thought it would be
great to be a Futurist.
I

have

The source of that relevance? Big data.
Continuous monitoring, integration, and

about

analysis of customers’ online and offline

lounging in my office all day,

daydreamed

purchases, social media usage, physical

every day, reading interesting essays by

location, financial data, and more. With

the world’s great thinkers, letting my

each interaction, consumers create new

subconscious do the hard work of seeing

data footprints and streams to sharpen their

patterns and connections, inferring

digital portrait.

outcomes, then writing down whatever

Dahlstrom and Edelman do say consumers

powerful insights and bold predictions

expect all data stored about them “to be

popped into my brain. Because I was writing

targeted precisely to their needs or used to

about the future, nobody could point to my

personalize what they experience.” And they

conclusions and tell me I was wrong. The

rightly point out that “the privacy, security

very worst I could do would be a judgment

and trust implications are staggering.”

of “unlikely.”
Then I decided to look at marketing in
2014 through the lens of a Futurist. Where
to begin? Nothing about marketing and

2

PRIVACY (FINALLY) GETS
CONSUMERS’ ATTENTION

advertising today seems predictable. The
pace of change is fast, the pressure for finding
“the next big thing” intense. I can’t tell you

This one is almost too easy.
Early in 2013, we learned that big

what I am going to be doing tomorrow at this

telecommunications

time, let alone what I am going to be thinking

secretly, and routinely, providing telephone

about next year.

metadata to the NSA for analysis of the

companies

were

So, I began with the stack of marketing

calling patterns of U.S. citizens. President

magazines and interesting articles I’ve spent

Obama assured the country, “Nobody is

the last year hoarding. I lounged, I read, I

listening to your telephone conversations,”

talked with experts, I pondered, I inferred.

and we seemed to accept that. Then we were

And based as much on my own intuition as

told that Google and other Internet service

on any kind of rational process, here’s what

providers had been sending search histories

I believe you and I will be seeing in the

for large numbers of their U.S. customers

headlines and buzzing about over the next

to the NSA too, in an effort to “predict and

twelve months.

prevent terrorist attacks.” Who wouldn’t be
on board with that?

1

ON-DEMAND MARKETING
BECOMES REAL, AND
CONTROVERSIAL

Now think about the amount of personal
information about you that is available
through your friends and “likes,” your
searches and saved forms that Google,

Peter Dahlstrom and David Edelman

Amazon, Facebook, Pinterest, Twitter,

said in McKinsey Quarterly that emerging

PayPal, and all the rest have accumulated.

technologies

and

evolved

consumer

Even if you are okay with all that

expectations

are

hastening

the

day

information being collected and used to

truly

when

on-

personalize your brand experiences, are

demand. “Not just ‘always on,’ but always

marketing

becomes

you just as comfortable with the impact if

relevant,” continually inviting consumers

the data will be used for purposes other

to brand experiences by exposing them

than targeted advertising?

Emerging technologies
and evolved consumer
expectations are
hastening the day when
marketing becomes
truly on-demand.

to personalized content with which they
want to engage.

CONNOTE 7
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3

RACIAL AND ETHNIC
CONFLICTS CONFRONT
MULTICULTURAL MARKETERS

changed the way marketers and their

households based on demographics and

agencies think about buying online

other variables from the company’s customer

display advertising.

file, third-party credit data, and public

Now, after years of being a sometime-

census information.

The Great Recession and its fragile,

in-the-future topic for media industry

slow recovery are teaching a generation of

trade show presentations, the pieces are

Americans that they have entered an age

in place for the mainstream version of

of scarce resources. Translation: whatever

programmatic—addressable conventional

somebody else has—whether a good job,

linear television advertising—to go live.

a college degree, a secure retirement, or

According to Comcast vice president

It used to be that private equity firms were

political advantage—has come to them at my

Andrew Ward in FierceCable, Comcast

dealmakers, wholly focused on identifying and

expense, and at the expense of my future.

will roll out a product in 2014 which allows

acquiring undervalued brands and businesses,

advertisers to target spots to individual

using cost-cutting and financial restructuring

With

unemployment

for

African

PRIVATE EQUITY FIRMS
BEGIN ACTING LIKE
MULTI-BRAND MARKETERS

5

Americans running at nearly double the rate

to increase the resale value of acquisitions.

of the Caucasian and Hispanic populations,

Pericles Mazarakis, formerly CMO for Pizza

and immigration reform on the political

Hut International and vice president of

agenda for 2014 debate, the stressors on

marketing at Bristol Myers Squibb, is today

multicultural relations will be significant.

an operating advisor at T. H. Lee Partners.

Dav i d

Str u t t o n ,

P h . D. ,

Mazarakis says today’s new generation of

pro f e s s o r of marketing and

private equity firms are concentrating on

logistics at University of North

operations improvement to add value and

Texas, observes, “The United

spur top-line growth of their portfolio brands.

States is not just becoming more

According to Mazarakis, only in recent

diverse. Diversity has arrived.

years have private equity firms asked “How

In the most heavily populated

can we improve sales-force performance?

regions of the U.S., no majority

What

minority exists. Racial and ethnic

can

identities have always been core

the

perspectives
we

offer

pricing

on

model?

issues associated with the question of

How can we make the

what it means to be an American—and

marketing strategy and mix

for that matter, an American consumer.”
Consumer

marketers

planning

more productive?” Those are
to

the same kinds of questions multi-

target or position brands for multicultural

brand companies ask their business

segments will need to tread with particular

unit leaders. Can it be very long before

caution during 2014.

private equity firms begin to think in
terms of consolidating duplicated functions

4

PROGRAMMATIC
GOES MAINSTREAM
GOES PROGRAMMATIC

like marketing, sales, advertising, and IT
to increase the sophistication and level of
contribution of those disciplines and improve
the ROI of portfolio companies ?

Programmatic advertising platforms

Let us know what you think about these

which now approaches 25 percent of the
total spend. And, for better or worse,
programmatic targeting and trading has

8 CONNOTE
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are gaining share of advertising spend,

2014 headline predictions, and share your
own predictions about what will be making
marketing news over the coming year at
connotemagazine.com.

CONFESSIONS

HOW RELATIONSHIPS IMPACT
ME AS A MARKETER
SAP CMO JONATHAN BECHER SHARES HIS EXPERIENCES WITH RELATIONSHIPS
IN THE MARKETING SPACE. BY JESSICA FRITSCHE

J

onathan Becher, the chief marketing officer at enterprise

come together as a team rather than disparate fiefdoms. Employees

software and software-related services company SAP, sat

needed to embrace change and shift their mindset for us to succeed in

down with us to talk about how relationships have helped him

the future. Relationships were at the heart of this cultural transformation.

through his career, how they’ve affected his work, and how

they’ve changed the way he thinks as a marketer.

HOW HAVE RELATIONSHIPS EVOLVED THE WAY YOU THINK AS A
MARKETER?

THINKING ABOUT HOW THINGS ARE NOW, VERSUS WHEN YOU STARTED

More than ever, our job is to connect to people as people. People

AT SAP, HOW HAVE YOU EVOLVED THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE MARKETING

buy software from software vendors. You can see this in the evolution

ORGANIZATION WITH THE REST OF THE COMPANY?

of our brand. For many years, our approach was to talk about how

Marketing at SAP used to be about only the brand, but today it is about

big, successful companies run SAP. You didn’t know exactly what we

the business. Rather than being order takers who create cool advertising

did for the companies, but you knew we were somehow linked with

campaigns and events, we have become partners to the business. We

their success. Now, we’re taking a human approach that’s closely

start with business objectives rather than marketing tactics. We make

linked to our company mission to “help the world run better and

informed, strategic decisions based on the science of marketing that result

improve people’s lives.” We’re

in real and measurable impact. In many organizations, marketers struggle

telling stories of how we create

to get a seat at the table; we’re almost always invited in at the beginning.

value not only for our customers,
but also for our customers’

HOW HAVE YOU SEEN THE RELATIONSHIPS OF THE MARKETING

customers. For example, rather

ORGANIZATION MAKE AN IMPACT ON SAP?

than talking about how a big

SAP has traditionally operated with a direct sales model with a

bank benefits from an SAP

focus on large accounts. This means our primary responsibility was to

software deployment, we talk

help sales sell through account-based marketing. As the result of the

about how a man in a very rural

consumerization of IT, 70 to 80 percent of a buyer’s journey is completed

area who can’t physically get to

before speaking live to a person. This means we have to shift our

a bank is now able to bank on

emphasis to helping buyers to buy—what we call pull marketing. In the
tyranny of the urgent, pull marketing can be difficult to justify, and so we

JONATHAN BECHER
Chief Marketing Officer, SAP

rely on the strength of our relationships and the quality of our analytics.

his mobile phone. This access to
banking opens up entirely new
economic possibilities that weren’t

previously an option for this man. SAP makes that possible. It’s not
WHAT PART DID RELATIONSHIPS PLAY IN HOW YOU SHIFTED FROM
YOUR PREVIOUS ROLES TO THE ROLE OF CMO?

just “business runs SAP,” it’s also “life runs SAP.” We want to create
meaningful connections with the individuals whose lives we impact.

I am a three-time CEO with a background in analytics, so I’m not
the typical CMO who grew up on the advertising and branding side. I run
marketing like a business, because it is a business. I am also fascinated by
management and culture. When I took on the CMO job at SAP, I knew
the first thing we needed to fix was our culture. Leadership needed to

IF YOU HAD ONE PIECE OF ADVICE TO GIVE TO CMOS ON THE SUBJECT
OF RELATIONSHIPS, WHAT WOULD THAT BE?
Transactions are simple but transient; relationships are difficult but
long-lasting.
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GADGET BAGS FOR EVERY EXECUTIVE
BY JESSICA FRITSCHE

RUGGED ROAD WARRIOR
Simple, sturdy, and streamlined, the Tom Bihn Ristretto
($135 at tombihn.com) vertical messenger protects your
precious cargo while providing room for files and other
essentials. Tom Bihn bags are also very customizable, with
different color combinations, a comfortable strap selection,
and feature-add accessories to keep you organized.

ELEGANT AND EYE-CATCHING
Bored with the endless sea of black, masculine
laptop bags? Turn heads with the Lodis Aubrey
Brera Brief ($318 at lodis.com or other online
retailers) in bright red or toffee tan. The
sophisticated bag echoes the chic style of a
handbag while offering protection for up to a 15”
laptop.

12 CONNOTE

CLASSICALLY COOL
Move over, Don Draper. This sleek and stylish leathertrimmed Narita Slim Leather Brief from Tumi ($875 at
tumi.com) is sure to make a statement in the boardroom
and beyond. Bonus: every Tumi product features a
unique 20-digit code that allows you to trace lost or
stolen items—like Lo-Jack for your laptop bag.

MARKETING TECHNOLOGY

SOCIAL COMMAND CENTERS
BY ERIC SWAYNE

MutualMind Social Command Centers

I

n 1957, acclaimed French short film director Albert

Ready to start your own Command Center for world domination...I

Lamorisse found time in his busy filmmaking schedule to

mean, better marketing? It’s a little more complicated than just

conceive (and publish!) a board game called La Conquête

clearing off your kitchen table, so let me recommend a few simple

du Monde—literally “The Conquest of the World.” By

steps on your way to build-out:

1959, Parker Brothers would take this game to the United States and
call it Risk.

1. LISTEN FIRST.

What made Risk so popular then (and now) was an entirely new

If your organization doesn’t already have a solution for

way of approaching game combat, one inspired by the giant maps

understanding the digital conversations surrounding your brand or

lining the walls or stretched across massive tables in the War Rooms

stakeholders, you need to start there. That requires a combination

of countries engaged in WWII little more than a decade earlier.

of good people well versed in digital/social analytics, and solid

These setups gave generals a way to visualize the actions of the

technologies (many of them the same that offer Command Centers).

enemy, to finally have a true “world view” of troops and equipment
marching across nations.

2. PLAN YOUR WORK, SO YOU CAN WORK YOUR PLAN.

Today’s marketers often feel like they’ve stepped into a game, but

The best time to plan for a timely reaction is before it ever

this time in a digital environment impacting their brands at the speed

happens. Great plans start not with the technology, but the people:

of light, a landscape shifting far too fast for a cardboard map and

who has to contribute to a decision, and who you can reach out to for

plastic tokens. Enter the Social Command Center: a digital version of

information. Planning responses to various scenarios can also help.

a marketer’s worldview bringing to life not countries, but channels of
conversation.

3. PICK A PARTNER, NOT A VENDOR.

Social Command Centers take many forms, with some of the more

There are new networks, new APIs, and new research studies

involved getting dedicated spaces within an organization, such as the

coming out every day impacting the analysis of social conversation,

ones at Dell, Gatorade, or the American Red Cross. We’re increasingly

and this is supposed to make you more productive, not less. Brands

seeing “pop-up” Social Command Centers formed as teams engage

building out their own Command Centers need more than just a

with conversations around a specific crisis or event, such as the one

software license. Find a partner that will grow along with you, and

US Cellular set up during the 2013 Oscars. Today there are a wide

offers the exact level of hands-on help you need.

variety of offerings to meet these diverse use cases, ranging from
Dell’s implementation with Radian6 (which can cost upwards of
$250,000) to offerings from MutualMind for around $25,000 or less.

And of course, finding a partner that also knows how to play a good
game of Risk is even better!
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BEHAVIORAL
SCIENCE
THE SECRET WEAPON TO BUILDING ENDURING RELATIONSHIPS
BY DR. STEPHEN KUTNER, PH.D

PREDICTING HOW CUSTOMERS WILL BEHAVE IN A MARKET ENVIRONMENT IS NO LONGER A STAB-IN-THE-DARK EXERCISE.
SCIENTIFIC MODELING THAT DRAWS FROM DATA SOURCES INCLUDING BEHAVIORAL RESEARCH, ECONOMETRIC ANALYSIS,
ONLINE DATA, SOCIAL MEDIA, AND EVEN EXPERT JUDGMENT NOW ENABLES MARKETERS TO SIMULATE CUSTOMER BEHAVIOR
AND GAUGE THE EFFECTIVENESS OF PRICE, PRODUCT, EXPERIENCE, MESSAGE, AND MEDIA TO DRIVE DECISION MAKING.
BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE REMOVES GUESSWORK, IMPROVES ROI, AND BUILDS ENDURING CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIPS THAT
AFFECT ACQUISITION, RETENTION, PURCHASE, AND LOYALTY.

THE POWER OF BEHAVIORAL MODELING
Marketers can use behavioral economic modeling to influence
decisions on product pricing, marketing budgets, and, most
importantly, how to deliver the best product/service/bundled
offering via the best channels to the prospects and customers
most likely to make a purchase.
Advanced techniques such as Strategic Integrated Market
Simulation (SIM2) simulate a particular market ecosystem for
the purposes of understanding how human behavior influences
economic decisions. Derived from both proven and leadingedge academic social science theories, it enables marketers to
design and test proposed changes within that environment and to
evaluate how customers are likely to make buying decisions. These
models allow for testing across competitive alternatives that have
a broader sample of product features than focus groups, deliver
more reliable projections than assumption-driven business case
forecasts, and are far more cost-effective than traditional largescale market surveys. Traditional tools point to what should drive
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customer decisions; behavioral economic models describe what
is likely to drive their decisions and behavior.

FROM IDEA TO IMPACT: QUANTIFIED INNOVATION IS THE NEW
PATH
How does it work? This behavioral science approach employs
principles and practices from statistics, behavioral economics,
operations research, and financial accounting. It uses computer
science, data, and technology to not only drive better acquisition,
retention, and sales results, but also build stronger relationships
with customers by aligning everything “right”—the right product
at the right price with the right message in the right place at the
right time. Here is a six-step approach to managing uncertainty.

NO. 1 // IDEATION/DEVELOP MODEL SPECIFICATIONS
In this first step, we identify promising ideas, the desired
customer behavior objectives, and the corresponding drivers.
Then we create a model incorporating all these elements, in

which a variety of possibilities can be tested
using real-world data.

NO. 2 // CREATE RESEARCH DESIGN/
CONDUCT RESEARCH
Applying the principles of statistical
design, we generate a research plan to guide
data collection, ensuring that all elements of
the innovation can be evaluated. Fielding the
proprietary research follows.

NO. 3 // BUILD BEHAVIORAL AND
ECONOMIC MODELS

Advanced techniques
such as Strategic
Integrated Market
Simulation (SIM2)
simulate a particular
market ecosystem
for the purposes of
understanding how
human behavior
influences economic
decisions.

By using econometric techniques,
expertise in the science of modeling, and indepth business insights, models are constructed that best describe
all of the different decision drivers and customer choices.

NO. 4 // RUN SIMULATIONS
Armed with carefully chosen data and a comprehensive,
customized model, we evaluate how changes in drivers or
environment will impact customer behavior and determine the
sustainability of desired outcomes—vital to growth.

NO. 5 // APPLY DECISION OPTIMIZATION
Employing mathematical programming
techniques, we can identify the best solution
for the business, one which maximizes the
attainment of business objectives, such as
the number of repeat clients or market share,
within the limits of existing constraints, like
limited funds or scarcity of critical skills.

NO. 6 // CONSTRUCT PREDICTIVE
SCORECARDS

This final step involves creating an innovation
scorecard to communicate critical results
and facilitate informed, ongoing investment
decisions. By tracking initial predictions
against actual results, the scorecard can be calibrated periodically,
increasing its predictive accuracy, and providing a powerful tool
for long-term strategic planning. Deliverables of this step include
both an Executive Dashboard as well as a scored list of prospects
or customers to be used for targeted offers.

STRATEGY BEGINS WHEN THE MODELING ENDS
Once all data and assumptions are integrated into the model,

Using analysis to find
solutions to consumers’
mobile communications
needs resulted in $6.8
billion in incremental NPV.
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Patient safety was discovered
by one top-10 academic
children’s hospital to be the
most important decision
variable with the most impact
on market share.

the simulation generates a baseline sales output. After calibrating
the model to actual sales, marketers can run what-if scenarios to
predict the effect of different strategies in a low-risk environment.
The impact of each touchpoint in changing individual customer
perceptions is estimated to uncover the attribution for all paid,
owned, and earned touchpoints.
Tapping into the talent of predictive modelers, data scientists,
and risk management analysts, marketers unearth actionable
findings and then use those insights to shape business decisions,
improve financial outcomes, and, ultimately, build stronger
relationships with their consumers.
Let’s look at some of the innovative ways marketers have begun
to use behavioral economic modeling to impact their relationships
with customers.

changing mobile customer segments. They employed economic
analysis to evaluate competitive scenarios from new entrants
to pricing and tactics. Value propositions were modeled to
test bundled versus unbundled offers by segment. Different
marketing approaches were also evaluated by offer, by segment,
and by region.
The big realization? Winning the “best” customers requires
segment-specific value propositions and alternative channels.
Predicted market shares were linked with the economic model
to develop estimates of the incremental NPV for each segment
and bundle combination. The provider was then able to optimize
bundles for each segment. The result? Solutions that met
customers’ mobile communications needs…and $6.8 billion in
incremental NPV from implementing the recommended strategy.

A TELECOMMUNICATIONS BUNDLING STORY (PRODUCT)

THE DRIVERS BEHIND HOSPITAL CHOICE (PRICE)

A large telecommunications provider recognized the need to
develop a bundling strategy that would meet the needs of ever-

When a top-10 academic children’s hospital needed strategic
leadership with their Women’s and Infants’ Center of Excellence,
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RETAIL DESIGN AND CHOREOGRAPHY (PLACE)
A large financial services firm needed to do more than just
focus groups if they were going to achieve their strategic mission
to transform the business and their retail model. They believed
that a lifelong learning model was the key to year-round customer
relationships, but needed to validate the economic benefits of
making this philosophy a reality at
retail.
Market simulation was used
to focus on three retail formats:
Referral Sites, Hub Sites, and
Super Store Sites. Additional
distribution outlets were also
identified, from portable offices to
DIY centers to mobile buses and
super stores. Changes to the retail
environment were also tested from
the façade to the floor plan and
in-store TV. One of the critical
Referral Site treatments included
redesigning and aligning the sales
choreography. They learned that
testing and implementing just a
few key changes to the distribution
approach, retail sites, and customer choreography has the real
potential of adding in millions of dollars over the next five years
and the changes serve to be far more responsive to customers—
resulting in not just increased sales, but also much deeper and
longer-term relationships with customers than ever before.

The biggest mistake
you can make as a
marketer in 2014
is to base your

marketing decisions
on benchmarking
data, assumptions,
and guesswork.

they employed SIM² to uncover invaluable information about
capital planning, maternal hospital preferences, and obstetrician
employment drivers.
A demand model was created to predict the behavioral
drivers that influence a woman’s choice of hospital for
delivering her baby. Fourteen attributes were evaluated, from
out-of-pocket costs to room guarantee to level of NICU to
parking convenience.
Interestingly, patient safety, not out-of-pocket expense, was
discovered to be the most important decision variable for future
mothers and has the most dramatic impact on market share.
Patient experience elements, including composition of medical
team, location of care for mom and baby, and convenience of
prenatal visits, had modest impact on share. This hospital is
now positioning their message to better meet the real needs
and expectations of patients, while also basing their pricing
decisions on new, more accurate insights versus generally
accepted services pricing reductions.

HOW ARE YOU MAKING DECISIONS?
The biggest mistake you can make as a marketer in 2014 is to base
your marketing decisions on benchmarking data, assumptions,and
guesswork. To optimize profits and relationships, you need a
reliable predictive model. Advanced modeling can enable you
to understand how proposed changes will alter the behaviors of
your customers. By reducing the risk of change, you are free to
find the path to greatest value…and vital, long-term relationships
with your customers.

Stanford Ph.D. Stephen Kutner is a consultant and Game
Changer™ with Freeman+Leonard. A behavioral economics
and decision science pioneer, Steve relishes the opportunity
to tackle thorny problems and help marketers build social,
human, and physical capital.
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THE THREE

MUSKETEERS
of

MARKETING -DRIVEN SUCCESS
BY G O R D O N P R I C E L O C K E

Why CMOs who master relationships
with their CIO and CFO are generally more successful
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f you have read The Three
Musketeers by Alexandre
Dumas, or have seen any
of Hollywood’s numerous
interpretations, you will
know that the musketeers
Athos, Porthos, and
Aramis are nothing alike in
character and mindset.

The one thing they do have in common is that they serve in

management

an elite group of guards with special skillsets and differing

thoughts on the tenuous relationship between these C-suite

leadership abilities that somehow complement each other.

“musketeers.” Insigniam works with large and complex

But what makes their relationship so compelling and

enterprises in a multitude of industries on transformation,

effective? Which one is metaphorically the CMO, the CIO,

elevating leadership performance, innovation, creating

or the CFO? (And is d’Artagnan perhaps the aspiring leader

new strategic frameworks, and breakthrough projects. “You

seeking acceptance into the group?)

can pair any highly functioning organization with any low

firm

Insigniam,

shared

her

Connote set out to explore how CMOs might better

performing organization and you’re going to see that one of

leverage powerful peers such as the CFO and CIO when

the biggest differences is the alignment and coordination at

helping lead a company in marketplace success. Doing so

the C-level,” says Bina. “And that sets the tone for the rest of

does not necessarily need to be a madcap adventure like The

the organization. I believe that there are some places where

Three Musketeers, but the formation of a solid relationship is

there are huge gaps and conflict between the CMO and CIO

key. While every position in the C-suite needs to leverage one

especially.”

another, the CMO has an opportunity to get the CIO, the CFO,

What about the CFO being in the mix? “As far as the CFO

and their organizations aligned early on, which can then help

goes, so much of that depends on the personality of the CFO

the rest of the C-suite collaborate in a healthier way.

and how relevant and accessible they are to the rest of the

When the CMO, CFO, and CIO operate as if they are in

business,” she says. “If a CFO chooses to keep himself or

opposing corners of a triangle, the connecting lines never

herself in a military police kind of position, they’re not going

quite form, which can be overtly or quietly disruptive across

to be very relevant and therefore won’t be included. If they

an enterprise. In fact, CFOs and CIOs often feel the CMO

see themselves as supporting and financing the growth, then

speaks a different language, telling them what the plan is

they become very critical as a viable partner to the CMO and

versus making them part of how the plan comes together.

CIO.”

The problem gets exacerbated when the directors and

Pulling the CFO in can be a challenge for the CMO. Bina

managers in those organizations also push to the different

says, “We just worked with a healthcare company whose

corners of the triangle as each organization’s tactical agendas

growth has been lowering after years and years of growth.

overtake a common cause.

One of the things that became evident is that the CFO went

Shideh
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consulting

Sedgh

Bina,

founding

partner

of

global

into protecting the money rather than becoming an enabler of

growth and funding the future.” The question then becomes,
if the CMO has an opportunity to play a role in the business
strategy and execution, what can the CMO do to encourage
the CFO to participate differently?
When asked what senior marketing executives can do
differently to create a cohesive dynamic with their CIO and
CFO peers (again, not necessarily minimizing the importance
of everyone in the C-suite), Bina says, “I think they need to
live, eat, and breathe a common future. I think they need to
establish trust.” While trust may be an obvious place to start,
it can be hard to come by. Bina also states that inspiration can
play a key role in creating this cohesion, and that the CMO is
the one who is responsible for inspiring their peers.
Various organizational approaches can also make a huge
difference to relationships, such as the physical proximity of
being co-located, or having a common dashboard. “Establish

To be a leader among leaders,
CMOs must be prepared
to construct the future in
present time and then mobilize
constituencies, establish intent for
that future, have the competencies
to move toward that future,
adopt the right demeanor,
and have a world view.

the future, align on that, have passionate commitment to
it, and then determine the metrics upfront about what gets
CONTINUED ON PAGE 25 3

Shideh Sedgh Bina
Founding Partner, Insigniam 3
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INSIGNIAM’S

5 FACETS OF
LEADERSHIP
The last two decades undeniably proved to us

competitive edge in a world where leaders and

that winning as an executive required the ability

enterprises have already developed the ability to

to effectively and quickly manage change.

embrace and integrate ongoing change?

Agility and speed were the passwords into the
winners’ circle.

Today, to lead among leaders is to be a
transformational leader who sets the course,

If yesterday’s business winners were the

changes the rules and rewrites conventions—

masters of change management, then who are

the person who invents the rules of the game.

the winners of tomorrow? How do you gain a

1
2
3
4
5
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THE INTENT OF LEADERSHIP
The ability to conceive of new possibilities that are unfettered by old conventions
is the intent of leadership.

THE FULFILLMENT OF LEADERSHIP
Fulfilling the intent of new possibilities demands a unique body of skills,
knowledge, insight, and abilities.

THE DEMEANOR OF LEADERSHIP
Transformational leaders have a unique relationship with the world around
them that is reflected in an ability to be resilient and stand in the face of little to
no evidence or external validation.

THE ENVIRONMENT OF LEADERSHIP
Establish an environment where people are mobilized to operate as owners of
the organization and the intent. They should hold themselves responsible and
accountable for its fulfillment.

THE FOUNDATION OF LEADERSHIP
Integrity means that you are structurally sound, lacking nothing that makes
you incomplete. You are “walking the talk,” and robust systems, processes, and
culture are aligned with realizing the intent.

measured, how often, which results you need when, and then
you have that common dashboard,” says Bina. This shared
view of goals gives the CMO, CIO, and CFO something to
jointly focus on and work toward, which can bring them
closer together.
When the CEO is not in the room, other members of
the C-suite have the opportunity to be the leader amongst
leaders. This opportunity can offer CMOs more chances to
earn the trust of all their executive peers, and inspire them as

In order for them to function as a
team, these three roles need to see
what winning looks like together,
not what they each need to
score separately.

a collective at the head of the pack.
“It’s one thing to be a leader when you have a certain level
of authority and people are subordinate to you,” says Bina.
“It’s completely different to be a leader because you inspire
the trust and partnership of your peers. I can’t imagine that,

“In order for them to function as a team, these three roles

if you want to be thinking like a great marketing leader,

need to see what winning looks like together, not what they

it doesn’t also include being a great leader of your own

each need to score separately,” says Quiñones. “The CEO

organization.”

has a huge responsibility in making this clear and promoting

The stakes are high for a CMO to be the head “musketeer,”

this type of environment.” He reiterates that the CMO has a

and it can happen. But according to the CIOs and CFOs we

chance to live outside their discipline a bit and help highly

talked to, integrity is key. CMOs have to be careful not to

specialized C-suite occupants tie activities to common

appear that they have agendas that are written in their own

stakeholder interests. They need each other, and their

language, or that they let too many “reasons why” overtake

employees need them to need each other.

results needed. There are many variables in the science

Personality conflicts aside, it is truly “all for one, one

of marketing that other executives don’t understand, and

for all” when it comes to CMOs working together with

often don’t want to understand, so one CFO says that CMOs

other executives in the C-suite. The challenge is for CMOs

need to “know [their] audience” in order to communicate

to acknowledge their role in taking this opportunity to

most effectively. Further to that, Bina’s sentiment was that

their peers, which is the great leader and great marketer

leadership cannot be compartmentalized. “In some arenas

combination.

you need to be incredibly aggressive to be a leader, and in
other arenas you need to be empathetic to be a leader.”

Perhaps Bina says it best when speaking to her firm
Insigniam’s experience in working with Global 1000

Dr. Miguel Quiñones, the O. Paul Corley Distinguished

companies: “The story is about how you can leverage

Chair of Organizational Behavior for SMU’s Cox School of

relationships for growth. CMOs have something sitting

Business, had a few points of insight on this topic as well.

right there that doesn’t cost that much money at all. You’re

According to Quiñones, CMOs need to be more potent in

literally leaving money on the table by not leveraging that

their roles as leaders, using the frustration that can be felt in

threesome. CMOs must be prepared to construct the future

working with CIOs and CFOs as an invitation to educate and

in present time, and then mobilize constituencies, establish

learn to speak the language they understand. Here are his top

intent for that future, have the competencies to move toward

three points on the topic:

that future, have the right demeanor, and have a world view.”

1) Most of the C-suite has become highly specialized, so
the CMO especially needs to translate his/her imperatives
into how they relate to the other roles and their imperatives.
2) The CMO and CIO should connect and align, and help
the CFO understand the value creation from the expenses

Editor-in-chief and D Custom president Gordon Price Locke
has led the marketing of several well-known brands. In his
spare time, you’ll find him at the gym or watching horror
movies with his dogs, Sugar and Twyla.

and investments they advocate jointly.
3) Structure plays a critical role—who reports to who—as
not every C-suite member reports to the CEO directly. That
can dictate how the CMO needs to function and navigate his
peer group.
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CURE
SUSAN G. KOMEN UTILIZES A NETWORK OF 200 ACTIVE STRATEGIC
PARTNERSHIPS TO BRAND ITS CAUSE
BY HILARY LAU

CONNOTE 27

able to reach out and engage a whole new audience,” Glasscock says.

and community programs in pursuit of its mission to end

WWE live events attract an audience that is nearly 40 percent female.

breast cancer forever. Komen is not alone in this fight; the

“They’re penetrating 14 million households on television every single

nonprofit relies on a 200-member network of strategic

week, and hundreds of millions of fans through social media,” says

partners—some of which have maintained a relationship with

Glasscock.

Komen for decades. So how does Komen keep these partnerships

Through the new option of

fresh, and why do companies keep coming back? According to Carrie

leveraging social media, Komen

Glasscock, Komen’s director of corporate relations, it’s all about

partnered

making an emotional connection.

WWEmoms to host a Twitter

with

fan

group

Citing a longstanding partnership with Yoplait as an example,

party that had “#riseabovecancer”

Glasscock says Komen aims to elevate brands or partners into an

trending in the No. 1 spot for around

emotional space through its tie around celebrating women who have

47 minutes. Glasscock says social

battled breast cancer. Its Save Lids to Save Lives program—which

media’s

packages Yoplait and other General Mills products with pink lids

factor has changed the game for

that can be redeemed in honor of a loved one—was started in 1997

Komen in terms of gaining new

when an employee at a Carson City, Calif., Yoplait plant lost a family

supporters from niche markets

member to cancer and helped organize a local race. Since then,

where

Yoplait has donated more than $34 million to the cause. “If you have

always obvious. “We’re able to reach

a strong brand and you pair it with a well-known, trusted nonprofit

out to new people, and connect with

brand, then both organizations win,” Glasscock says.

them on a personal level,” she says.

THINKING PINK

THE DEVIL’S IN THE DETAILS

real-time

outreach

engagement

efforts

aren’t

“If you have a
strong brand and
you pair it with
a well-known,
trusted nonprofit
brand, then both
organizations win.”

Komen’s partnerships are unique because of their versatility,

Within its partnerships, Komen works on a tight turnaround and

especially when it comes to Komen’s annual Races for the Cure held

projects are often conceptualized and executed in a matter of weeks.

in local markets across the country. Glasscock says partners like Bank

Glasscock has found that good communication and transparency

of America and Walgreens sign on year after year for that reason.

between partners is vital, and that synchronicity between each

“Sponsorship allows them to have access to a national footprint

partner’s mission is an important connection that should be

of 120+ markets’ Races,” Glasscock says. At some Races, partners

established from the start. “We are focused on ensuring that our

have access to an audience of more than 40,000. The total number

partners can communicate the value of the partnership to their

of people supporting Komen’s mission on a local level is close to 2

leadership, so that they renew and grow every year,” Glasscock says.

million. “That’s a really powerful way for brands to reach Komen
supporters and helps to advance our mission,” says Glasscock.

With the WWE, Komen required only seven weeks after signing
a contract to conceptualize and produce an on-air segment. “When

Brands are eager to engage in Komen’s mission not only because of

you are working together to develop the partnership, it’s always

the emotional component that encourages widespread participation,

good,” Glasscock says. “We have those kinds of relationships with

but also because they can sync their own companies’ missions with

many of our partners, which allows us to be nimble and anticipate

Komen’s goals. “Our partners are keenly interested in giving back to

their needs.”

the communities that support them,” Glasscock says.

Thanks to Komen’s strategic partnerships, much success has

Zumba and American Airlines both allocate dollars raised for

been found in the unconventional and the personal. By keeping its

Komen through their networks to research. Glasscock notes that by

relationships unique and allowing each partner to retain its identity

letting partners specify where the funds from their efforts go, Komen

while forging ahead into sometimes uncharted territory, Komen

has seen great success in raising funds and building its brand, all

has invested more than $2.5 billion in research and community

while helping partners do the same. “No two partnerships are alike,”

programs—making it the largest nonprofit source of breast cancer

she says. “We work with our partners to build custom strategies that

research funding outside of the U.S. government.

meet their needs, while also meeting our strategic goals.”
Komen has forged an especially unique relationship with World
Wrestling Entertainment, which Glasscock admits has been unusual
but fruitful. “They have brought Komen into their space, so we’re
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Hilary Lau is the assistant editor of D CEO magazine in
Dallas, Texas and its online verticals D Business Daily,
D Healthcare Daily, and D Real Estate Daily.
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S

ince 1982, Susan G. Komen has been funding research

Carrie Glasscock,
Director of Corporate Relations
for Susan G. Komen

THE WORLD’S LARGEST
COMPANIES RELY HEAVILY
ON THEIR MARKETING TEAMS
TO CRAFT THEIR MESSAGES
AND DELIVER THEM TO
CONSUMERS. BUT HOW
SHOULD COMPANIES INVOLVE
THEIR OWN EMPLOYEES IN
THAT CHAIN?
BY BRADFORD PEARSON
WITH ANDY HARMON

In recent years, the idea of
internal marketing has grown in
clout and necessity, incorporating
a company’s employees in an
all-hands-in marketing approach.

A Northwestern University study on internal marketing from

to hourly employees,” says Kristen Jones Colby, VP of marketing for

the Incentive Marketing Association summed up the practice

restaurant chain Twin Peaks. “It’s a huge challenge no matter what

best: “Whether called internal marketing, employee engagement,

industry you’re in. As you get bigger and grow more restaurants,

or internal communication, the concept is the same: to align,

it’s like when you’re kids and play the rumor game. After about 10

motivate, and empower employees—at all functions and levels—to

people it is nothing like what you said.”

consistently deliver positive customer experiences that are aligned
with the firm’s organizational goals.”

We asked some marketing experts about their companies, and
how internal marketing works for them. Here are their top tips.

The key findings of that study? People matter, internal marketing
drives performance, anyone can make a difference, employee loyalty
is critical, and culture can be a competitive advantage.

INCENTIVIZE THE INFORMATION
“We try to do things that will allow people to get excited, and

“One of our greatest challenges is how do you make sure that your

there’s something in it for them,” Colby says. “Whenever we’re

promotions, updates, and news that you’re working on filter down

launching a promotion or event, we offer incentive contests to the

all the way through directors to general managers to managers and

employees.”
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“We try to do things that will allow people
to get excited, and there’s something in
it for them. Whenever we’re launching a
promotion or event, we offer incentive
contests to the employees.”
- Kristen Jones Colby, VP Of Marketing, Twin Peaks
CONNOTE 33

Case in point: the 2014 Twin Peaks calendar. The item is one of the
company’s top marketing materials, so it’s imperative that it sells well.

servers to be the first line of its marketing team, full-company buyin is imperative.

In order to push the product, the company created a sales contest: the
top eight salesgirls get flown to Las Vegas, grab dinner and show, and
stay in a posh hotel. They’re then VIP guests at high-end party, where
the featured Twin Peaks girls are signing the calendar.

CLARIFY YOUR COMMUNICATION, AND
DON’T OVER-COMMUNICATE
Marketers tend to talk a lot, and have a basket full of bullet points,
Colby says. When those messages trickle down to the individual

WORK FROM THE INSIDE OUT
At Fogo de Chão restaurants, the company relies on its restaurant

restaurants, they often get lost among the day-to-day grind:
scheduling, employee management, inventory, etc.

employees for guidance and ideas. Instead of launching a marketing

At Twin Peaks, Colby sends a focused weekly email with the top

campaign and then expecting the employees to get onboard, execs

things going on in the coming weeks, whether that’s the distribution

ask the servers and other employees for their ideas first.

of marketing materials, or details on upcoming meetings. She then

“You start at the tip of the spear, involve them in the process,
and bring it all the way back,” says president Barry McGowan. “It’s
letting a team member know they’re part of the process, and there’s
a pride in that.”
For a company like Fogo de Chão, which relies on tableside
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uses her “Rule of Three”—email, post to an internal support system,
then call—to make sure no one gets lost in the shuffle.
Colby recognizes that not every manager or VP needs to know
every piece of information in the emails, but they at least paint
broad strokes about the company’s week, she says.

HARNESS YOUR EMPLOYEES’ ENERGY, AND YOUR COMPANY’S
HISTORY AND CULTURE

Peaks and Fogo de Chão, it is also important to make sure senior

At Fogo de Chão, the company not only has its own 35-year

leadership participates in marketing efforts and shows interest in

history to fall back on, but hundreds of years of Brazilian gaucho

all facets of the company—not just the glamorous stuff. And when

culture, marketing VP Andrew Feldmann says. This also ties in

you speak to your employees, make sure your communications use

with employee retention, Feldmann adds.

simple language, not executive jargon. Getting everyone on the

In addition to the insights provided by the leaders from Twin

The longer you keep employees—and keep them happy—the more

same page, from the CEO down to the server, makes your company’s

engrained they become in the marketing, history, and culture of

message stronger both inside the corporate office and in front of

your organization. It can be easier to ask a 20-year employee to buy

your customer.

in to the company’s concept than a new employee who doesn’t relate
to the company culture.

BE FLEXIBLE
What works for employees in one location might not work in
another. Rural offices or stores may have a different marketing
sensibility than urban ones. Be willing to adjust your strategy as
you go.

Bradford Pearson lives in Dallas, and has previously
written for Time, Esquire, and D magazines. A native New
Yorker, he still prefers Dr. Brown’s over Dr Pepper.
Editorial board member Andy Harmon is Managing Partner
at Levenson Group. Nobody knows more about sports
than Andy Harmon. Nobody.
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UP
CLOSE
AND
PERSONAL:

Are You Ready For
One-On-One
Customer Relationships?
BY DOUG FOSTER

REVOLUTIONARY NEW
TECHNOLOGY ENABLES
MARKETERS TO KNOW THEIR
CONSUMERS MORE INTIMATELY
THAN EVER BEFORE.
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here was a time when companies trying to sell their wares had, at best,
only a general notion of who their customers truly were. Even if they
had some idea of who they were talking to, mass media didn’t provide

a very focused way to reach them. As a result, marketers resorted to a shotgun
strategy, hitting as many people who might be in the target audience as possible.
Not surprisingly, the success rate left a lot to be desired.
DO YOU KNOW WHO I AM?

My, how times have changed.
Nowadays, it’s possible to zero in on your ideal customer, and not

Of course, it’s not enough to merely identify the people who are

just by zip code. You can actually locate that customer with pinpoint

most likely to purchase your product or service. You have to be able

accuracy, from the number on their house right down to the freckle

to demonstrate that you understand them. You need to show them

on their nose.

that you respect their wants, their needs, and their desires.

WELCOME TO THE AGE OF DATABASE
CROSS-REFERENCE TARGETING.

YOU MUST PERSUADE YOUR CUSTOMERS THAT
YOU’RE READY FOR A CLOSER RELATIONSHIP.

It’s a brave new marketing world that can deliver 100,000 data

Yes, relationships are hard work. However, forging strong ties with

point permutations on every person in the United States. That’s

individual customers could give your brand an important advantage

far more detail than even MRI data can
provide.
To be sure, this knowledge is power in
the hands of today’s CMOs. Imagine having
an in-depth understanding of your brand’s
target audience. Imagine having that same
information

about

your

competitors’

target audiences. It’s now possible to
gather personal data on everything from
prescription drugs taken all the way to the
amount donated to charities.
There’s no question this precision

It’s not enough to merely
identify the people who are
most likely to purchase your
product or service. You have
to be able to demonstrate that
you understand them.

approach to data collection has the potential to optimize return on
marketing spend. After all, it is the target audience that defines the

in achieving acquisition and retention
goals. The Holy Grail of revenue growth is
a fact-based, precise understanding of how
to define, segment, and address a target
audience.
Furthermore, a deeper understanding
of your customers can be the platform for
brand-centric messages and programs
that appeal to and connect with them in
ways never achieved before, from sales
promotions all the way to new products.

UNDERSTANDING BUILDS TRUST. TRUST BUILDS
LOYALTY. LOYALTY BUILDS BRANDS.

ultimate need for any given brand and, therefore, its reason for being.

The process of identifying and reaching a market of qualified

Dr. Philip Kotler, Professor of International Marketing at the

new customers doesn’t have to be expensive, but ignoring the

Northwestern University Kellogg Graduate School of Management,

opportunity could be costly. It does have to be precise, and it does

is considered one of the world’s leading authorities on strategic

have to deliver results.

marketing practices. “At its basis is the fact that mass marketing

Using powerful insights into motivations and behavior, you can

must be replaced by target marketing if efficiency and impact is to

tailor your marketing efforts to ensure that your company plays a

be achieved,” he says.

relevant role and develops a value-added relationship with your

The question is how you harness all this available data and put it
to good use. How do you leverage it in a meaningful way that creates
a bond between your customers and your brand?
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customers. Of course, when people believe in your company and
your product, they tend to be repeat customers.

MARKETING AT THE INTERSECTION OF DATA
AND CREATIVITY
Today, new techniques and technologies are available to give

small firms can utilize it to optimize their marketing spend.

IT’S ALL ABOUT YOUR CUSTOMER. CAN YOU RELATE?

marketers a sustainable growth foundation with a precision

As we all know, the key to any growth-focused marketing strategy

perspective on creative branding, customer acquisition, value

begins with your audience. You must focus on decisive consumer

differentiation, media optimization, and product innovation.

insights if you want to develop high-impact messaging that elevates

There are now consultants who combine the science of analytics-

your brand clarity and power.

driven targeting (based on previously unavailable demographic,

By getting to know your customers more individually and

lifestyle, behavioral, and psychographic data) with the art of

communicating with them personally, you could very well

creative brand architecture to accelerate what is quantifiable and

find yourself enjoying a whole new relationship—one that’s mutually

realize disproportionate value from marketing efforts. Leveraging

rewarding.

these new tools, companies across a variety of industries are able to
generate significant growth.
To wit, more accurate targeting lowers costs. More powerful
messaging drives greater response. Greater response produces a
higher ROI on marketing.

Doug Foster is a consultant and Game Changer™ with
Freeman+Leonard. He has a passion for insightful
relationships of all kinds, especially ones that create
marketing success.

The good news is that the approach is scalable, so both large and
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T H E G A M E O F R E L AT I O NS H I P S C A N B E A C H A L L E NG E —
BUT A FEW TRICKS CAN HELP YOU HIT A HOME RUN

BY ROBIN POU
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I

work with all types of business professionals in the

on behalf of the company. As a result, professional

C-suite through my executive coaching practice. I

advancement usually ensues, and the empathetic

have found that all leaders want to be more effective,

marketer finds himself commanding a large team

whether this desire is overtly declared or a product of

inside an even larger organization. Success is achieved!

quiet desperation. To satisfy this longing, executives

A stronger relationship produces increased influence,

instinctively turn to the latest business book rife

which then produces effective leadership.

with tactics on how to improve leadership. Yet, the
glut of options, offering contradictory guidance,

THE MARKETER’S DILEMMA

are the business equivalent of the latest fad diet.

Often the most challenging relationships are those

How is one to know what to adopt to improve

with peers and cross-functional higher-ups. This is

leadership—a crucial skill that, through repetitive

especially true for marketing professionals. Why is

overuse, has been reduced to a now-amorphous

that? Marketing professionals often speak a different

term?

language than other C-suite roles, like the CEO, CIO,
and CFO. The skills required to be a good marketer

LEADERSHIP DILEMMA

are different than those required to be a solid CFO or

We are overthinking it. Leadership is a simple

CIO. This produces a multilingual environment, replete

game. You throw the ball. You catch the ball. You hit

with language barriers that impact the work to be

the ball. Somewhere along the way, we have made it

coordinated. Can the marketing professional translate

too complicated. Let’s get back to basics. Leadership

their expertise in developing external relationships to

is a team sport. Teams are comprised of players.

building relationships with cross-functional peers? If

Therefore, leadership effectiveness is related to

they can, their ability to do so may be found in the field.

the quality of the relationships on the team—the
teammates and the leaders. So, strong relationships
produce greater leadership influence, which makes a

RELATIONSHIP DILEMMA
This past spring, my 8-year-old daughter experienced
an applicable and valuable lesson. During baseball

more effective leader, right?

season, she was “trapped” at her older brother’s

We are overthinking it. Leadership is a
simple game. You throw the ball. You
catch the ball. You hit the ball.

games. She began making bracelets to occupy herself,
which kept her busy until she ran out of supplies.
Then she asked me, “Daddy, now what?” After a short
conversation, she realized that everyone in the stands
was missing a crucial piece of summer jewelry, and she
had the solution. At that moment, a true relationshipbuilding marketer was born.
I noticed something as she struck out to sell her
bracelets. Each prospect reacted in one of two ways.
The first type asked her very relational questions:

This theory bodes well for the marketing

What’s your name? How old are you? Where do you

professional due to their keen ability to build

go to school? Does your brother play for this team?

relationships. They put themselves in the shoes of

This response focused on connecting, one person to

their audience. They sense what the prospect needs.

another. It revealed a desire to strike up a relationship

They develop campaigns to message the right thing

in a sincere way.

at the right time. All this effort builds significant
revenue-generating
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relationships

as

The second type asked her very detailed questions

marketers

about the bracelets themselves: How long did it take

influence the customer’s purchase of the company’s

to make them? What are they made of? Are they

products and services.

waterproof? How much do they cost? This response

This relational approach by the marketer is effective

focused on the details of the product. It revealed a

in the core responsibilities of external marketing

desire to begin a relationship based on the competency

of the subject matter.
Both sincerity and competency are needed in a
relationship built on trust. One type of person needs
sincerity first in building a relationship, while the other
type needs competency first. Learning to discern which
one a colleague needs first begins to reduce the language
barrier in business when coordinating team effort.

INFLUENCE DILEMMA
In business, we default to the “Golden Rule”: treat
others the way you want to be treated. We can’t help it.
That is how we were raised. Of course, there is nothing
inherently wrong with the “Golden Rule”…except that

ROBIN POU
Leadership Coach

it approaches the world from a first-person point of
view. We begin to ask ourselves, “Doesn’t everyone see
the world the way I do?” The fact of the matter is that
everyone sees the world differently.
So then, if increasing influence leads to more
effective leadership, the “Platinum Rule” wins the
day: treat others the way they want to be treated. The
“Platinum Rule” is focused on the other person. This
not-so-common common sense is good news, because
the marketing professional is the most prepared
of all C-suite professionals to adopt the “Platinum
Rule.” The marketer’s professional duty is to meet the

When one’s primary trust concern is
met, either sincerity or competency,
the relationship improves and the
meaty conversation follows.

needs of others. The goal is to harness the marketer’s
abundant supply of relationship-building acumen
(traditionally used to build external relationships) for

weekend’s game for 45 minutes, meet his needs. When

the benefit of their peer relationships. The marketing

one’s primary trust concern is met, either sincerity

professional can begin to focus on providing either

or competency, the relationship improves and the

sincerity or competency first in their interactions with

meaty conversation follows. When the relationship

others, regardless of their own need. Meet the needs of

improves, the leader’s influence increases. When the

others. If the CFO is all about the numbers, give them

leader’s influence increases, effectiveness is enhanced.

to him. If the head sales guy wants to talk about the

Oh, and you might just sell a bracelet or two.

BUT CORPORATIONS ARE
You can’t build relationships without unleashing the believers
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people
by Paul McEnany
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As our era becomes more defined by social marketing, we have traded
the traditional war-like language of targeting and market domination
for the much softer language of loyalty and relationships. Our actions
have not caught up with our jargon.
n the 2012 election, Mitt Romney said that corporations

A DIFFERENT ENVIRONMENT REQUIRES A DIFFERENT METHOD

are people. Whatever you think of the policy implications,

We are creating new models of brand communications meant to

that is probably a much healthier way to approach a

spark more frequent, meaningful interactions between those making

corporate challenge. For all the talk of relationships, I

content and those consuming, distributing, and responding to it.

cannot and do not have a relationship with a brand. I can and do
have a relationship with people that represent that brand.

These “advertisements” spring to life in the matter of hours rather
than days or months. We are not only building “big B” brand content

For years, we have engineered those people out of our

intended for mass consumption, but the thousands of ephemera

communications and still had success by providing entertainment

meant only to create a momentary experience, a single building

or informational value at a sufficient level. But digital and social

block to a sustainable effect through their collective.

media have brought us a new challenge. Brands have not made the

This isn’t a factory or a workshop meant to simply churn out a

shift from simply using social media to actually becoming more

large volume of content quickly, but a more free-flowing celebration

sociable themselves.

of ideas that should keep all of the charm, wit, and value of any

We have missed the promise of real relationships by removing the
individuality of the representatives of the brand.

other thing we make—maybe more because little is processed out of
it. There isn’t enough time for that.

We imagine the people expressing the “voice” as losing

This does not mean teams charged with creating social

something of their own identities in order to become a character.

experiences should be left to their own devices. They need purpose,

Community managers and content creators respond to comments

guidance, and direction. They need opportunities to come together

with a generic salutation as if a company can think and speak on

with the audience they’re expected to inspire. They need regular

its own. Our call centers and stores are filled with real people with

feedback and accountability. Only then should they gain the

real names, but as soon as that interaction becomes digital, those

responsibility to compose new narratives.

relationships are mediated.
The same tedious and costly processes that more expensive
communications products often demand are the culprit. They
remove the freedom for the true believers to experiment, imagine,
and explore what the brand means for them.
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MAKE WHAT YOU DO IMPORTANT

REMOVE BARRIERS BETWEEN THE TEAM AND THE AUDIENCE

Why do you matter? This is your purpose. Brands are most

Teams should be expected to mingle and discover alongside the

attractive, whether for employees, your agency, or your customers,

audience, whether in social media, in shopping environments, or

when they are felt in the gut. When you get that sense that you are

in everyday life. Corporations have a tendency to turn customers

not selling a thing, but preaching the gospel of an idea. That can be

into a series of data points. Knowing your audience beyond the facts

about anything from organizing the world’s information to making

requires a commitment to the time and space to learn from them,

a better pizza. That purpose, understood and communicated well,

understand them, and make them an every day part of how the work

can infuse content teams with the energy to invent and share.

gets done. These experiences will keep teams rooted in the things
that matter.

WE HAVE MISSED THE PROMISE OF REAL
RELATIONSHIPS BY REMOVING THE

DON’T LET PROCESS DESTROY THE PRODUCT
Process can be both friend and enemy. Nintey percent of bad press
releases and nonsense social chatter can be tied to fear, compromise,
and a sense that no one has the freedom to try something different.
Every team will do better with good expectations, but no team can

OF THE REPRESENTATIVES OF
THE BRAND.

function if the higher-level goal is to not say the wrong thing.
Being ignored is death. That has always been the real truth of
what we do. There is more information, more content, more noise,
and there will only be more still. A challenge like this should focus

More than 400,000 businesses are started every year and most of

those in the business of attention. There is only one path to getting

them will fail. The fact that you exist is enough to know that innate

faster, better, and more interesting, not once, but a thousand times

within your brand, there is something special, something that you,

over—getting real.

your employees, and those supporting you can believe in.

CREATE GOOD EXPECTATIONS
The guardrails should be defined, clear, and accessible. Think of

Levenson SVP, Strategy & Digital, Paul McEnany, has
helped brands like Walmart, Microsoft, and Michaels

this as the contract between the company and content teams that

find their voice, develop their digital presence and

establish expectations and set the tone for the experience. They are

connect with their audiences. He also jumps out of

the goals, the rules of the road, initial ideas, and types of content

airplanes and had a starring role on Judge Judy.

that will guide the communications product.
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oted author, international business consultant,
and speaker Robert E. Hall inspired the customer
relationship management (CRM) movement with his first
book, The Streetcorner Strategy for Winning Local Markets,
published in 1994. In his latest book, This Land of Strangers,
Hall examines the society-wide relationship crisis that
threatens families, businesses, politics, and religion.
With the data available through digital technology—detail
unimaginable even a few years ago—marketers arguably
have more information about their consumers and target
customers than at any other time in history. Yet, Hall posits
that the relationships a company has with its customers and
stakeholders have never been more in peril.
What follows is a series of excerpts from Hall’s This Land
of Strangers specific to his thoughts on the relationship
crises impacting marketers.

ERODING CUSTOMER LOYALTY—A LOSS OF TRUST
Why are customer relationships, so crucial to the success
of organizations, falling apart so universally? Defection is
simply the parting shot from a broken relationship where
the commitment has disappeared. Customer loyalty, on the
other hand, represents the level of commitment customers
have to their providers, and vice versa. And research
confirms just how valuable strong, loyal relationships are.
Loyal customers:
›› Buy a larger share of their products and services from
their loyal provider
›› Are willing to pay competitive or even slightly higher
prices
›› Recommend providers to their colleagues and friends
›› Are open to being cross-sold additional items
›› Show more patience and forgiveness when mistakes
happen
›› Are willing to hang in longer with problems before
they defect
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criteria used to choose Fortune magazine’s “100 Best

In fact, according to a Bain and Company study, companies defined

Companies to Work for in America.”

as loyalty leaders grow revenue twice as fast as their competitors and

›› Engaged employees help create engaged customers who

at a lower cost.

are generally more loyal, and loyal customers are more

As is true in our personal lives, the connection between customer

profitable.

retention and loyalty takes us to the issue of trust. In a report released
in 2006, entitled “Building and Profiting from Consumer Trust,” Data

In other words, as a CEO once stated to me, “As a general rule, the

Monitor reported that 86 percent of consumers surveyed admitted

value of a franchise is highly correlated with the quality and number

having become more distrustful of corporations within the previous

of relationships it has.”

five years—and 64 percent of the 153 industry leaders surveyed

If relationships are so valuable, why have business organizations

agreed that consumer trust in brands had decreased in the two years

not placed greater emphasis on them? There are many reasons, but at

prior. It is not surprising

the core, the business world has struggled to recognize and quantify

that the number of retail

fully the economies of scale that strong relationships create. Over

shoppers

that

time, nothing is more inefficient than broken or frayed relationships,

they were long-term loyal

and nothing is more important than value-creating relationships.

customers dropped from

In my first book, Streetcorner Strategy for Winning Local Markets, I

83.3 percent in 2005 to 77.2

summarized our research regarding the inordinate contribution of

percent in 2006. The loss

certain customer groups and the costs of others:

The world of business
and organizations has
not only sacrificed
but also even repelled
customer relationships.

stating

›› 3 to 5 percent of customers generate about half of the profit

of trust is killing loyalty.
Customer

›› 50 percent of customers are not profitable

relationship

decline parallels personal

›› 60 percent of cross-sell efforts (sales of additional products)

relationship decline. Just as more families have only one parent and

are not profitable; they generate more costs but not greater
relationships or revenue

little or no extended family support, customers have seen a significant

›› 60 to 80 percent of frontline time is consumed by customers

relational decline in the support available to them. While much

generating only 20 percent of the profits

more information and access are often available (more locations and
longer hours, 24/7 call centers, online support), human relationships

While these numbers vary across industries and businesses, what

have been stripped out of the interactions and transactions that go on

is clear is that a small percentage of top relationships contribute

between organizations and their customers. The hyped advantages

a large part of the profits; a large group of lesser relationships

of self-service and self-help quickly morphed into “no help.” The

contribute little; and a small group of tumultuous relationships

world of business and organizations has not only sacrificed but also

absorb a disproportionate amount of costs. In addition, generating

even repelled customer relationships.

new customer relationships can take more than three times as long
as getting business from existing ones. It all demonstrates just how

THE BUSINESS ECONOMICS OF RELATIONSHIPS

much impact the varying types of relationship can have on the

The business economics of relationships are well documented

bottom line.

and compelling.

Once customer relationships fracture they are difficult and

›› Customers with a strong, committed
relationship to a company are 49 percent
more likely to remain a customer and
almost twice as likely to recommend a
retailer to friends and family than when
the relationship is weak.
›› Local business units scoring above the
median on both employee and customer
engagement metrics are, on average, 3.4
times more effective financially than
units that rank in the bottom half on
both measures.
›› Trust constitutes 60 percent of the
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expensive to salvage. Replacing customers requires

l
Visit Connote
magazine online at
connotemagazine.
com for an exclusive
interview with Robert
E. Hall on relationships
and marketing.

significant

investment,

and

developing

the

relationship typically occurs over a period of time.

EXTREME COMMERCIALISM
A first cousin to consumerism, commercialism
becomes

extreme

when

it

plies

industrial-

grade efforts to falsely purchase and monetize
relationships.

If

consumerism

is

all

about

individualistic wants and desires to acquire,
commercialism is all about the exercise of commerce
to convert tangible and intangible things such as
beauty or happiness into products and services

sold for profit. Truth is the first casualty
of extreme commercialism: Deception, in
producing, marketing, selling, transacting,
or financial accounting, supports extreme
commercialism that feeds on then devours
relationships.
It

is

instructive

to

review

how

marketing plays an ever-increasing role
in the advancement and even excesses of
commerce and the decline of relationships.
Marketing departments have become
more

sophisticated

at

analyzing

and

understanding segments of the market.
Marketing messages are directed not only to
our functional needs but also to the unique
emotional and social needs that drive our
buying decisions.
The role of marketing has changed
over the past century as our relationships
changed. The brand promise was that, even
though we don’t know each other personally,
if you buy our products and services you
can trust us to treat you as if we had a real
relationship. We will deliver what was
promised, whether that is a lawn mower that
reliably cuts the grass or a pair of jeans that
enhances your image. In other words, our
manufactured or contrived relationship will
be just as good as the real thing.
Branding intended that strangers know
and trust each other—and feel like a member
of the group—absent real relationships. This
approach allowed organizations to reach
more customers and scale to reduce prices;
they also became more removed from the
unique requirements of local markets:
individual customers and relationships.
Media played a key role. It is easy to forget that in just a few

an ever-expanding source of information, wisdom, influence,

decades we have seen media expand from primarily newspapers

and relational connection has moved from friends and family to

to include radio, television, online and print magazines, and social

strangers who are unlikely to know or care as much about you

media. Virtually unknown in 2001, there are now more than 30

or your specific circumstances or needs, but are very clear and

million blogs in existence. This increased reach marked the

committed to theirs.

beginning of the mass marketing of relationships. For each hour
of television programming, the number of minutes of advertising

The irony is that as we hit saturation, the more spent on paid
advertising, the less impact those messages have.

has jumped by 50 percent in the past decade—the average

The goal of marketing is to sell a product or service by positively

American is now exposed to 254 different commercial messages

influencing relationships. However, as extreme commercial

in a day, up nearly 25 percent since the mid-1970s. As a result,

efforts promoted by ever-more-invasive marketing outreach
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began to compete with and even replace the role of relationships, something
had to give.
Something did give. As the amount of advertising and promotion has

. .Generating new
customer relationships
can take more than
three times as long as
getting business from
existing ones.

grown, its credibility and impact
have shrunk. Recently, Forrester
reported that 67 percent of all
consumers think there’s way too
much advertising. A staggering
95 percent of them say that most
advertising fails to be “honest and
authentic.”

DIVIDE AND DISAPPOINT
A key goal of marketing should
be to advance relationships. Yet,

advertising and promotion most often elevate expectations about a product,
service, or organization without improving actual performance. In actually
growing the gap between expectations and reality, marketing resources
often grow disappointment and then distrust rather than revenue.
Brandweek says each year the gap widens between what companies pledge
and customers receive. For example, in 2005, consumer expectations across
35 major brand categories rose by 4.5 percent, while the average ability of
brands to keep up with those hopes decreased 9.2 percent.
…Word of mouth now drives two-thirds of the U.S. economy. Let that
soak in. How ironic that word of mouth, born of relationships, has made
dramatic gains over an industry that spent more than $240 billion in 2009
to influence us.
Those abused by extreme commercialism will be slow to recommend
anyone or anything with even a whiff of distrust. That is why social
networks are so powerful; they rely on highly valued recommendations—
one of the ultimate acts of relationship.
We are a society that has enjoyed the fruits of commercialism, but we got
off track and suffered unintended consequences. Extreme commercialism
has impoverished by subtracting trusted relationships and even dividing us.
It has promoted a spirit of winner-takes-all that means win-at-all-costs. We
have paid the price in broken relationships.

REVALUING AND RECLAIMING RELATIONSHIPS
What will it take to reclaim relationships? Reclaiming relationships will
require a new set of priorities and leadership that moves us forward. The
good news is that there is hopeful and compelling evidence that a number
of these changes are surfacing in this, a new forthcoming age—the Age of
Relationship.
Learn more about Robert E. Hall, his research, and his books at robertehall.
com. This Land of Strangers is available for purchase at amazon.com and
barnesandnoble.com.
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T H E AGE OF
R E LAT I O NSHI P
N UM BERS

2X
49%

Companies defined as
loyalty leaders grow
revenue twice as fast
as their competitors
and at a lower cost.

of customers are more
likely to remain customers
when they have a strong,
committed relationship
with a company.

95%
of customers that say most
advertising fails to be “honest and
authentic.”

Introducing notes that speak volumes.
Manuscript Central Coast Pinot Noir is a tale you won’t soon forget. Born in the Sonoma Coast,
this pinot opens with gentle scents of strawberry, hinting at cedar and crème fraiche. Focused tannins
then unleash rich flavors of black cherry and pomegranate with vanilla and toast overtones. Its alluring
aroma and powerful finish provide a journey of twists and turns that culminates in a truly magnificent finale.
To find a retailer near you visit ManuscriptCellars.com.
©Manuscript Cellars, 14.1% Alcohol by volume. Manuscript Cellars, Buellton, CA, 2013. Please drink responsibly.

STRATEGIC COMMUNICATIONS

MEANINGFUL COLLABORATIONS
ARE THE KEY TO SUCCESS
BY STAN LEVENSON, APR

orking with others to help you succeed is often referenced

large picture of Mr. Ryan on the front cover with a quote saying, “I feel

as a collaboration. But what does it take to make it

better knowing my Medicare plan was created by doctors.”

productive, and ultimately, successful?

At the bottom of the cover is the statement, “Care N’ Care is

If your answer is “delivering results,” you are speaking

the highest-rated Medicare Advantage PPO Plan in Texas,” with

only from your own perspective. What about your partners in a

disclosure requirements referenced on the following pages, which

collaboration? What’s in it for them? What will give them their own

further encourages recipients

sense of accomplishment?
To successfully draw on the credibility and support of a third-party,
be it a promotional partner or a respected influential, make sure their
participation is high profile, relevant, and timely. You must avoid “sugarcoating” your message, because such an endorsement is a smoke screen,
void of credibility and will dilute your prospects for success.
Another proposition for creating a successful collaboration is to make
sure there is a mutual interest in the desired outcome. A relationship
built on returning a favor is hardly a collaboration. Showing how your
supporter can personally benefit from positive results is always more
meaningful. Asking for a favor and reminding a potential endorser that
they owe you one is hardly the way to go.
In analyzing how to strategically forge a successful collaboration,
make sure you emphasize how your collaborator(s) will enhance
their own value, image, and reputation. By addressing the needs
and interests of key audiences and target markets, the probability of

HELPING YOUR CLIENTS,
EMPLOYEES, AND
SUPPLIERS ACHIEVE
THEIR GOALS AND
FULFILL THEIR OWN
NEEDS AND INTERESTS
IN THE SPIRIT OF
PARTNERSHIP IS
UNMISTAKABLY
THE RIGHT WAY TO
BUILD SUCCESSFUL
COLLABORATIONS.

success can be far greater.

to

“learn

advantages
a

more

about

you’ll

get

doctor-directed

the
from

Medicare

health plan.” The paid celebrity
endorsement continues with
an invitation to RSVP to attend
a “meeting near you” and you
agree to be to be contacted by
a licensed sales representative.
Care N’ Care gets to trade on
Nolan Ryan’s image as a notable
and likeable local figure among
its target audience, while Ryan
gets publicity and likely a
lucrative payment in return for
the use of his persona. Bingo—a
successful collaboration is born.

For example, a recent direct marketing campaign produced by Care

Helping your clients, employees, and suppliers achieve their goals

N’ Care Insurance Company, Inc. included an informative, timely

and fulfill their own interests in a spirit of partnership is unmistakably

and persuasive mailing that featured Care N’ Care member Nolan

the right way to build successful collaborations. As the wise saying

Ryan, baseball hall of fame icon and former CEO and President of

goes, “it’s what you give; not what you seek.” A credible collaboration

the Texas Rangers baseball club. The well-designed piece features a

is what it’s all about.
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1. THE CEO

4. THE C-SUITE

7. THE CUSTOMER

10. THE MARKETING PEERS

The CEO doesn’t just need success—they

Other executives often feel like the CMO

This may be the most tumultuous

A room full of people just like you can be

need a sense of deep trust as a foundation

is speaking a foreign language. Make

relationship a CMO can experience. To

hard to deal with. But leadership happens

of this relationship, allowing them to see

sure the rest of the C-suite understands

make the customer happy, you must truly

when you figure out how to listen and

the CMO as a true leader and key adviser.

how everything fits together to benefit the

understand what they want and need.

where you fit in, not how you take over.

whole company.

2. THE CFO

It isn’t about being smarter, it is about

8. THE PROSPECTS

listening and learning.

Harmony between these two executives

5. THE MARKETING TEAM

Wooing is the objective of this

means that the CFO isn’t just a financer,

Balance between execution and

relationship, but it’s not all hearts and

but a partner, which creates a swifter

development is key. The CMO can help

flowers. Know their pain points and

path to success with a real impact

them grow, feel rewarded, and flourish

you will know how to create a lasting

Even with the best team at hand, these

on the bottom line and critical brand

individually while also creating great

connection.

are the people who round out your

investments.

results as a team.

9. THE PARTNERS

clear for the best results. Treat them well,

3. THE CIO

6. THE COMPANY

Partners in marketing can mean the

and respect their hard work and results.

This can be a stormy relationship, but

If the company as a whole isn’t buying in

difference between so-so and success.

when the stars align between these two

to the overall marketing plan and brand

Knowing how everyone fits together (and

12. THE MEDIA

executives, investments in technology can

strategy, then the CMO is ignoring one

wins) gives you longevity in a mutually

Frenemies at best, the media can be hot

be leveraged to create marketing magic—

of the most important audiences (and

beneficial partnership.

one day and cold the next. Be prepared

meaning growth.

relationships).

11. VENDORS, SUPPLIERS,
& AGENCIES

capabilities. But keep needs and roles

for quick and honest communication to
really make this relationship work.

Disclaimer: Take this zodiac with a grain of salt and a sense of humor—we take no
responsibility if you don’t like your associated symbol!
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What makes our consultants different?
All the other titles on their résumés.

The mission of Freeman+Leonard consultants is to help C-suite executives like
you create upside in the form of sustainable growth.
This is not work you’d entrust to juniors. Thus, each of our consultants has
over 20 years’ work experience— along with some impressive titles. Add to
that what we call a “certain genius for upside.” It’s a knack for capitalizing on
business opportunities — as demonstrated by track records delivering top-line
revenue for growth, optimizing spends, even transforming entire categories.
Ready for consultants who do more than talk the talk? To learn more about
our individual Game ChangersTM consultants or multidisciplined Practice Teams,
contact Kathy Leonard at kleonard@freemanleonard.com

creative. marketing. solutions.

freemanleonard.com
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